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Abstract
We propose a sub-table rescorer (STR) to improve the performance of an inner table retriever (ITR)-based inference
for the table question answering. Tabular language model (TLM) truncates the sequence of a long table due to their
input token limits. It leads to accuracy degradation. To solve this problem, ITR extracts sub-table candidates, which
correspond to a part of an entire greater original table on the basis of relevance scores to the question for each of
the columns and rows. Then, the topN longest sub-tables are selected. Our proposed STR estimates the relevance
score between a question and each sub-table. In this work, we explored two different methods to integrate STR
to the ITR-based inference. In the first method, STR rescores sub-table candidates, and the topN sub-tables are
chosen. Then, TLM outputs the most confident answer. In the second method, the score calculated by STR is
interpolated with the score calculated by TLM. Then, the most confident answer is chosen. In the experiment,
we evaluate the performance on the WikiTableQuestions dataset. By applying STR to the ITR-based inference,
we observed 4.4% and 6.3% relative reductions in error rate in the rescoring- and score-fusion-based methods,
respectively.
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1. Introduction

Recently, a Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)-
based tabular language model (TLM) has been
widely used for table question answering (Liu
et al., 2022; Jiang et al., 2022; Herzig et al.,
2020), because TLMs can be efficiently trained in a
self-supervised fashion (Lewis et al., 2019; Devlin
et al., 2019). For an inference, a fine-tuned TLM
gets a token sequence of a question and a table,
and outputs the answer from the table content.

For many TLMs, handling the sequence of a
long table is a challenging task. Many TLMs have
a maximum limitation of the input token length for
efficient training and inference. For instance, the
maximum token lengths of TaPEx (Liu et al., 2022)
and OmniTab (Jiang et al., 2022) are both limited
to 1024 tokens. Therefore, TLMs simply truncate
the sequence of a table if the length of the input se-
quence exceeds the maximum limitation of TLMs,
which leads to accuracy degradation (Lin et al.,
2023).

To solve this problem, the inner table retriever
(ITR) (Lin et al., 2023) that extracts N sub-tables,
which correspond to a part of a greater original ta-
ble, has been proposed. To preserve the informa-
tion related to a question in sub-tables, ITR uses
the retriever model, which calculates relevance
scores to the question per table item (i.e., each
of the columns and rows in a table). Sub-table
candidates are obtained on the basis of relevance
scores, and the topN longest sub-tables that do
not exceed the maximum limitation of TLM are se-
lected. To generate an answer, TLM gets token

sequences of N sub-tables and outputs N answer
candidates. Then, the most confident answer is
chosen from among the N answer candidates.

In this work, we propose a sub-table rescorer
(STR), which calculates the relevance scores for
a question per sub-table candidate to improve the
performance of an ITR-based inference. For in-
tegrating STR to the ITR-based inference, we ex-
plored two different methods. In the first method,
STR is used for rescoring. In this method,
STR rescores sub-table candidates obtained by
ITR and outputs the topN sub-tables by sorting
sub-table candidates by relevance score in de-
scending order. In the second method, STR is
used for score fusion. In this method, the score
calculated by STR is interpolated with the score
calculated by TLM for each N answer candidate
to obtain the most confident answer from answer
candidates. We will here report the results of our
experiments conducted using the public WikiTable-
Questions dataset (Pasupat and Liang, 2015).

2. Related Work

There are three steps to obtain N sub-tables from
the original table using ITR (Lin et al., 2023). In
the first step, the scores of relevance between
question and table items are calculated using a re-
triever model (Karpukhin et al., 2020) that consists
of question and table item encoders. In the sec-
ond step, sub-table candidates, which consist of
the cells at the intersection of the selected columns
and rows, are obtained using table items sorted in
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the descending order of relevance scores. In the
third step, the topN longest sub-tables, which do
not exceed the maximum limitation of TLM, are se-
lected.

To obtain answers, all N sub-tables are used.
TLM gets N sub-tables and outputs the most con-
fident answer.

3. STR
We propose STR that calculates the relevance
scores of sub-tables to improve the performance
of the ITR-based inference. Compared with the
retriever model used in ITR, which calculates the
relevance scores of table items, our proposed STR
can capture a long-range context, because a rele-
vance score is calculated per sub-table. STR con-
sists of question and sub-table encoders, which
convert questions and sub-tables to hidden vec-
tors, respectively.

hquestion = QuestionEncoder(Xquestion; θquestion),
(1)

hsub-t = Sub-TableEncoder(Xsub-t; θsub-t), (2)
where Xquestion and Xsub-t are the ques-
tion and sub-table, QuestionEncoder(·) and
Sub-TableEncoder(·) are the question and
sub-table encoders, and θquestion and θsub-t are
the parameters of the question and sub-table
encoders, respectively. The relevance score
is obtained by calculating the cosine similarity
between the hidden vectors hquestion and hsub-t.
As the architecture of the encoders, BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) is used.

In this work, we explored two different methods
to integrate STR to the ITR-based inference. In
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Figure 1: Rescoring-based method.
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Figure 2: Score-fusion-based method.

the first method, STR is used for rescoring. Fig-
ure 1 shows the rescoring-based method. In this
method, STR gets sub-table candidates obtained
by ITR and rescores each sub-table candidate.
Then, the topN sub-tables are chosen by sort-
ing sub-table candidates by relevance score in de-
scending order. TLM gets N sub-tables and out-
puts the most confident answer. In the second
method, STR is used for score-fusion. Figure 2
shows the score-fusion-based method. In this
method, the relevance score calculated by STR is
interpolated with the score calculated by TLM for
each N answer candidate obtained by ITR, and
the most confident answer is chosen from the N
answer candidates on the basis of the score inter-
polated by TLM and STR. The interpolated score
for ith answer candidate yi is calculated as

scoreyi = logP tlm(yi|hsub-ti ,h question)

+α log s(hsub-ti ,hquestion),
(3)

where sub-ti is the ith sub-table. logPtlm is the
score calculated by TLM. hsub-ti is the hidden vec-
tor of the ith sub-table. s(hsub-ti ,hquestion) is the
normalized score of relevance between the ques-
tion and the ith sub-table. α is a tunable parameter.
The normalized score of relevance is calculated as

s(hsub-ti ,hquestion) =
sim(hsub-ti ,hquestion) + 1

2
,

(4)
where sim(hsub-ti ,hquestion) means the operation
for calculating the cosine similarity between the
hidden vectors hsub-ti and hquestion.

STR is trained by minimizing contrastive loss
(Karpukhin et al., 2020). Loss λ can be written as

λ = − log
sim(hpos

sub-t,hquestion)

sim(hpos
sub-t,hquestion) +

∑K
n=1 sim(hneg

sub-tn ,hquestion)
,

(5)
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where hpos
sub-t is the hidden vector of the sub-table

that includes gold answers. hneg
sub-tn is the nth hid-

den vector of the sub-table that does not include
gold answers. K is the number of negative sam-
ples. To get positive samples, sub-tables that in-
clude gold answers are trimmed from the main ta-
ble randomly. As for negative samples, sub-tables
that do not include gold answers are also trimmed
from the table randomly. Both of the positive and
negative samples are sampled from the same ta-
ble.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experimental Setup

As the experimental dataset, we used the Wik-
iTableQuestions dataset (Pasupat and Liang,
2015), which consists of 22033 questions. To train
STR, the WikiTableQuestions training dataset was
used. We evaluate the performance of STR us-
ing the WikiTableQuestions test and development
sets. To split data into training and test datasets,
we followed the data split method in the official
WikiTableQuestions so that the tables in the test
dataset were not included in the training dataset.
STR was applied only to tables that exceeded the
maximum limitation of the input token length of
TLMs similar to ITR (Lin et al., 2023). For the eval-
uation metric, we used the denotation accuracy,
because TLMs might generate answers with the
same meaning but different notation.

STR was trained by fine-tuning BERT encoders
(Karpukhin et al., 2020) trained using the Natural
Questions dataset (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Lee
et al., 2019). Table 1 shows the training conditions
of STR. Ten positive samples were obtained from
the main table, and four negative samples were
obtained per positive sample.

Parameter Value
Number of positive samples

per table 10
Number of negative samples

per positive sample 4
Learning rate 10−5

Optimizer Adam
Weight decay 0.01
Number of epochs 30
Batch size 8

Table 1: Training conditions for STR.

For the training of STR, we used the Transformer
learning schedule (Vaswani et al., 2017). We also
used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014),
setting β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98, and ϵ = 10−7.

As TLMs, TaPEx (Liu et al., 2022)1 and OmniTab
(Jiang et al., 2022)2 were used. For inference, we
used greedy decoding. In addition, we set the
number of sub-tables N to 10. We set the normal-
ized score of relevance weight α to 0.7 for both
TaPEx and OmniTab.

4.2. Results
The results of STR are shown in Table 2. B0
is the result of TaPEx. C0 is the baseline re-
sult obtained by the ITR-based inference using
TaPEx. By applying STR to the ITR-based infer-
ence using TaPEx (C0), we observed 3.7% and
5.6% relative error reductions in the rescoring-
and score-fusion-based methods (D3 and E2) on
the test set, respectively. By comparing the two
methods, we found that the score-fusion-based
method (E2) was better than the rescoring-based
method (D3). As for OmniTab, we also observed
an improvement achieved by applying STR to the
ITR-based inference. F0 is the result of Om-
niTab. G0 is the baseline result obtained by the
ITR-based inference using OmniTab. By apply-
ing STR to the ITR-based inference (G0), we ob-
served 4.4% and 6.3% relative error reductions
in the rescoring- and score-fusion-based methods
(H0 and J0) on the test set, respectively.

Exp Method Dev Test
B0 TaPEx (Liu et al., 2022) 57.2 55.5
C0 + ITR (Lin et al., 2023) 58.4 56.9
D3 ++ Rescoring w/ STR 59.4 58.5
E2 ++ Score fusion w/ STR 62.0 59.3
F0 OmniTab (Jiang et al., 2022) 61.0 62.1
G0 + ITR (Lin et al., 2023) 62.1 63.4
H0 ++ Rescoring w/ STR 63.1 65.0
J0 ++ Score fusion w/ STR 63.7 65.7

Table 2: Results of STR. Results are given as
accuracy.

Table 3 shows the effect of α on the accuracy
of the score-fusion-based method on the test set.
TaPEx was used as the TLM. The result for α =
0 (C0) was obtained by the ITR-based inference
without STR. By applying the score-fusion-based
method, we found that the accuracy was improved
at all settings of α (E0, E1, E2, E3, E4, and E5).
When we set α to 0.7, we obtained the highest ac-
curacy (E2). When we set α to be larger than 1 (E3,
E4, and E5), the accuracy was lower than that for
E2.

Table 4 shows the effect of N on the
rescoring-based method on the test set. TaPEx
was used as the TLM. In this table, C0 was

1microsoft/tapex-large-finetuned-wtq
2neulab/omnitab-large-finetuned-wtq
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Exp α Accuracy
C0 0 56.9
E0 0.2 58.8
E1 0.5 59.2
E2 0.7 59.3
E3 1 59.2
E4 1.2 59.2
E5 1.4 59.2

Table 3: Effect of α on the accuracy of
score-fusion-based method. As for TLM, we used
TaPEx.

Exp Rescoring N Accuracy
C0 10 56.9
D0 ! 1 56.5
D1 ! 3 56.5
D2 ! 5 57.5
D3 ! 10 58.5
D4 ! 15 58.5

Table 4: Effect of N on the accuracy of
rescoring-based method. As for TLM, we used
TaPEx.

obtained by the ITR-based inference without
STR. The rescoring-based method at N = 5 (D2)
outperforms ITR-based inference without STR
at N = 10 (C0). Therefore, the rescoring-based
method helps TLM perform efficient inference with
a smaller N of sub-tables.

4.3. Analysis of Scores Calculated by
STR

Sub-table
Score

by STR
Prediction
by TaPEx

[HEAD] Nation | Bronze
[ROW] 1: Italy | 6
[ROW] 2: Yugoslavia | 1
[ROW] 3: Sweden | 0
[ROW] 4: Panama | 1 -6.2

Yugoslavia
(incorrect)

[HEAD] Nation | Bronze
[ROW] 1: Yugoslavia | 1
[ROW] 2: Romania | 2 -4.4

Romania
(correct)

Table 5: An example of inference results ob-
tained by STR. The question and gold answer are
“which country won more bronze medals, Roma-
nia or Yugoslavia?” and “Romania”, respectively.
The sub-table in the first row of the table shows
the top1 result obtained by ITR before rescoring
by STR. The sub-table in the second row of the ta-
ble is the top1 result after rescoring by STR.

Table 5 shows an example of inference results
obtained by STR. The score calculated by STR

for the sub-table in the second row of the table is
higher than that calculated for the sub-table in the
first row of the table, because the sub-table in the
second row of the table includes the gold answer.
As a result, TLM can output the correct answer by
choosing the sub-table that includes the gold an-
swer.

We compared the scores calculated by TaPEx
and STR on sub-tables that included the gold an-
swer and sub-tables that did not include the gold
answer. Figure 3 shows the distributions of scores
calculated by TaPEx and STR on a sample in the
WikiTableQuestions dataset. In this figure, the win
(blue bar) and lose (orange bar) sub-tables repre-
sent the sub-tables that include and do not include
the gold answer, respectively. Regarding the dis-

Figure 3: Comparison distributions of scores cal-
culated by TaPEx and STR.

tribution of scores calculated by TLM, the scores in
some sub-tables that include the gold answer are
lower than those in some sub-tables that do not
include the gold answer. Regarding the distribu-
tion of scores calculated by STR, we can see that
the scores in the sub-tables that include the gold
answer tend to be higher than those in sub-tables
that do not include the gold answer.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we proposed STR, which calculates
relevance scores per sub-table to improve the
performance of the ITR-based inference. In this
work, we explored two different methods to inte-
grate STR to the ITR-based inference. In the first
method, STR is used for rescoring. In this method,
STR gets sub-table candidates obtained by ITR
and rescores each sub-table candidate. Then, the
topN sub-tables are chosen by sorting sub-table
candidates by relevance score in descending or-
der. TLM gets N sub-tables and outputs the most
confident answer. In the second method, STR is
used for score fusion. In this method, the score cal-
culated by STR is interpolated with the score cal-
culated by TLM. Then, the most confident answer
is chosen from among the answer candidates. In
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the experiment, we observed 4.4% and 6.3% rel-
ative reductions in error rate in the rescoring- and
score-fusion-based methods by applying STR to
the ITR-based inference, respectively. In the fu-
ture, we will investigate ensemble training using
multiple TLMs.
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